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Revenue is 
the Goal
Leads and accounts are just the tactics!
Leads have been the currency of B2B Marketing for a  
long time. Marketing strategies, processes and tools have  
all been designed to revolve around lead flow.



The conventional thinking has been that generating  
and nurturing a sufficient volume of leads, given past  
pipeline conversion rates, will enable Sales to meet  
the corporate revenue goals. 

So CMOs spend their budgets on various marketing  
campaigns and tactics to generate sufficient leads.  
However, Marketing’s impact on revenue remains  
murky at best, even as revenue drives every other  
aspect of the business. 

Today’s CEOs are getting wise to this and 83% of  
them expect their CMOs to be the drivers of revenue 
growth.1 And they don’t have much time to do it. The 
median tenure of a CMO 43 months,2 which isn’t  
much time to craft, fine-tune and execute a winning 
marketing strategy.

In recent years, many B2B Marketing teams have  
embraced account-based marketing (ABM) techniques  
to focus on higher value, target accounts. That makes 
sense because an account-based focus allows Marketers 
to factor into how their Sales teams sell and customers  
buy.  It requires consideration of key buyer personas  
and buying groups and how decisions about procuring 
products and services are made at an account level.  
It also helps to align sales and marketing teams around  
target accounts instead of just lead volumes. 

83% 
of CEOs expect  
CMOs to be  
the drivers of  
revenue growth.1

These ABM tactics miss 
a critical fact that executive 
teams and board rooms  
are ultimately driven by 
revenue, not accounts  
or leads.

What good is a deep understanding of your  
target ABM accounts if your company misses  
its revenue goals?  

1
1. Source: McKinsey & Company, Marketing’s moment is now: The C-suite partnership to deliver on growth, June 2019;  
2. Source: Adweek, CMOs’ Tenure Is Getting Shorter Across Many Industries, August 2019

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/marketings-moment-is-now-the-c-suite-partnership-to-deliver-on-growth
https://www.adweek.com/brand-marketing/trend-cmo-tenure-shorter-across-industries/


CMOs need to answer these strategic questions:

How much pipeline should Marketing generate to  
meet future corporate revenue goals? 

What is Marketing’s current pipeline  
performance versus plan? 

How should marketing activities be continuously  
optimized to meet revenue goals?

Where the current  
Marketing tools fall flat!
Most B2B CMOs intuitively understand the strategic importance of running  
marketing toward revenue goals. However they need to answer these  
strategic questions. 
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What makes it difficult is that most CMOs struggle to  
pull together the necessary data from their various tools 
(i.e. system silos) to answer these key questions and 
make quick, accurate revenue-centric decisions. 

Let’s examine this challenge more closely. 

Most CMOs use spreadsheets or clunky home-grown 
tools to create their demand generation plans. They  
start with their bookings goals and use assumptions like 
opportunity conversion rates, deal sizes and sales cycles 
for each business segment to calculate the number of 
marketing qualified leads (MQLs) they need to generate. 

Apart from being hard to maintain, this approach has  
several other limitations, including overreliance on  
static assumptions about past pipeline performance,  
a lead-driven model that is an inaccurate indicator of  
how B2B companies sell, and a lack of recommendations 
on how to best achieve their MQL targets.

For achieving their MQL targets, marketing teams turn  
to a variety of other tools and tactics, such as advertising, 
events, content marketing, and cold prospects, to  
produce a sufficient volume of MQLs for Sales.

Each tool is designed to execute and measure the  
performance of its specific tactics and touches. However  
the strategic questions about how to achieve your  
revenue goals remain elusive!

Most CMOs use  
spreadsheets or clunky 
home-grown tools to  
create their demand  
generation plans



In order to answer those questions, CMOs turn  
to CRM and attribution tools to track pipeline, 
channel and campaign level performance. These  
tools tell you about pipeline performance of  
your past tactics but don’t recommend what to  
do in future.  

And of course that’s a LOT of tools to help the 
revenue-driven CMO answer their elusive strategic  
questions about achieving revenue goals. In  
fact, most B2B Marketing teams have anywhere  
between 5 to 20 tools for doing marketing.

And in a world where marketing 
data is often incomplete or dirty 
and increasing exponentially, it’s 
not surprising that most CMOs 
struggle to run marketing with 
revenue centricity. 

Most B2B Marketing 
teams have between 

5 - 20 
marketing tools.
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Putting revenue first
In a digital-first world where views and clicks occur in seconds, there is no  
single application that enables CMOs to make smart, real-time decisions to 
achieve their revenue goals. 

The unfortunate side effect is that a lot of marketing dollars are spent on the  
poorly understood targets and misguided tactics, and a lot of needless hours  
are spent on producing reports to demonstrate Marketing’s impact on revenue.

Traditionally there has been no single application 
that aligns marketing’s execution with corporate  
revenue goals.

What CMOs really need is a modern, easy to use application  
that can help them to answer their strategic questions in 
real-time and translate them into quick actions. 

They need an application that connects to their marketing 
and CRM applications, turns their focus towards revenue 
strategy instead of tactics. They need an application that 
uses actual funnel performance to highlight a path towards 
hitting revenue goals. 
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Fortella connects top-down corporate planning 
and bottoms-up marketing execution with revenue  
as the common denominator.

Fortella enables CMOs to run marketing with revenue  
centricity by planning, tracking, and optimizing their marketing  
activities through a modern, easy-to-use application built  
to connect revenue goals with marketing actions.

Introducing  
Fortella
A Revenue Driven Marketing  
Application. Where traditional  
tools fall flat, Fortella succeeds. 
Fortella is a Revenue Driven Marketing application designed for the  
unique needs of B2B CMOs.
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Plan against 
revenue goals 

B2B sales cycles are typically long, include multiple buyers  
and decision makers, and require different strategies for 
different business segments, and buyer personas. 

Fortella sifts through data to understand how these  
differences affect conversions, win rates, sales cycles, 
and deal sizes, but then makes it easy to cut through  
the noise by replacing spreadsheets and clunky tools 
with a modern application for managing pipeline plans 
for future bookings goals.  

It allows marketers to create pipeline plans down to the 
individual business segment, such as ABM, enterprise, 
SMB, territory or industry. These segment-specific plans 
are based on actual pipeline performance instead of  
static assumptions, and can also be derived by connecting  
Fortella with FP&A applications.  

Fortella enables CMOs to align marketing activities to 
corporate bookings goals, develop accurate pipeline 
plans, gain the flexibility to quickly adjust plans as  
business needs evolve, and save valuable time so CMOs 
can focus on higher value strategic activities.   

Fortella replaces 
spreadsheets with a 
modern application for 
managing marketing 
pipeline plans
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Track performance against  
revenue goals
Fortella provides a one-stop destination for CMOs to track marketing  
pipeline performance against their revenue goals and see real-time and 
historic metrics by segment and sales territory. 

Armed with their revenue-centric metrics, such as sourced and influenced 
pipeline, deal sizes, win rates, and conversion times, plus actionable  
recommendations and accurate forecasts, CMOs can quickly adjust their 
demand generation tactics before it’s too late. 

Fortella’s smart recommendations take the  
guesswork out of decisions and allow them to 
quickly adjust their strategies. 

And Fortella’s pipeline forecasts help them to stay one step 
ahead of your pipeline goals. 

CMOs are then confident they can achieve their pipeline plans, 
have all the key revenue KPIs at their fingertips for quick  
decision making and reporting, and have the much-needed  
agility to maximize Marketing’s revenue performance.
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Optimize Marketing  
activities to meet 
pipeline plan  

CMOs also need to know how best to meet their pipeline 
plans. Fortella identifies and prioritizes marketing qualified 
accounts (MQAs) that can be quickly qualified by Sales and 
are likely to convert to bookings faster. 

These sales-ready MQAs are an easy way to generate  
incremental sales pipeline for marketing organizations 
looking to fill their revenue shortfalls.  

Fortella’s recommended accounts are built upon its  
proprietary artificial intelligence models that pinpoint  
a combination of account and buyer persona attributes 
to deliver the best revenue outcomes. 

Fortella uses the same models to recommend actions 
such as acquisition and engagement of key buyer  
personas by segments and funnel stages to address 
future pipeline shortfalls. These recommendations are 
easily operationalized through integration with existing 
CRM, marketing automation, advertising, and other  
marketing tools.   

With Fortella, Marketing is singularly driven by revenue 
and continuously optimizing their actions toward  
achieving their pipeline goals. They are also making 
smart decisions and budget tradeoffs to take their  
marketing dollars further.  
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Fortella’s AI-based  
recommendation models 
pinpoint the account and 
buyer persona attributes  
to deliver best revenue 
outcomes.



Fortella’s power to combine go-to-market data, 
surface key revenue-driving insights, and  
recommend impactful marketing moves is built  
on a single platform designed expressly for  
a revenue-driven focus. 

It takes siloed enterprise data, cleans and  
enriches it, then uses proprietary machine  
learning technology to map the data to how  
sales teams sell and customers buy.

 Fortella elevates  
Marketing above lead-  
and account-driven tactics  
and guides them toward  
better revenue outcomes.
For more information, visit www.fortella.ai
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Summary 
The result is that CMOs can make confident real-time decisions to stay one step 
ahead of their corporate revenue goals, accurately measure and report their  
impact on revenue, and spend their precious budgets on marketing tactics and 
campaigns that move the revenue needle.

http://www.fortella.ai

